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Slowly walking through the cold steel doors leading backstage, I feel the rush of adrenaline and 

chills of anticipation pierce my chest and begin to spread throughout my body. Weaving in between 

packed bustling bodies of dancers, squeezed between stage travelers, I slowly advance to my place next to 

the stage monitor and patiently wait for my turn. While waiting  I peek out onto center stage and watch as 

another performer contorts and cavorts all over the stage, matching his meticulous movement with the 

music. Not allowing my anxiety to overpower me, I take a few moments to pause and regain complete 

focus before my performance. In preparation, I close my eyes and take long rhythmic breaths as sounds of 

blaring music and tumultuous thoughts begin to envelope my mind creating a hazy numbing tone as I 

gradually lose myself in deep meditation; recalling the years leading up to this monumental moment.  

As a child and a pre-teen I would have never imagined myself as a dancer. After seven years of 

intense martial arts training and juvenile wrestling with friends, I had turned into an erratic lively teenager 

with a ravenous appetite for excitement and adventure.  After years of jetting back and forth from activity 

to activity, dance was what satisfied my craving for adventure. Taking me through cyclones of 

unexpected changes and opportunities, giving me a platform for me to be active and explore the vast 

unknown planes of creativity. Beginning with a single YouTube dance clip and a restless arrogant 

attitude, my journey in dance has made major impacts within my life and has shaped me into the person I 

am today. From performing in front small local venues, to competing in massive international 

competitions; dance has been a gateway for amazing experiences and possibilities for creating genuine 

friendships within the diverse dance community.  

Being located within the rural country of Montana, dance has been an avenue for me to push past 

the mere confines of Missoula, and undertake personal challenges while viewing certain setbacks as an 

opportunity for versatility and personal growth. Driving me to defy all expectations of mediocrity and 



giving me a zeal for excellence, dance has made contributions to many other aspects of my life as well. 

From the open-spaced studio to the academic classroom, I have witnessed so much growth within both 

my dance technique and personal character. Although my journey within dance may not be the most 

exciting,  I hope to share my intrinsic appreciation for artistry and personal zeal for excellence,  to inspire 

others within the dance community. To create and share powerful stories, while immersing the audience 

within the endless possibilities of movement.  I also hope to inspire more “lively teenagers” to become 

artists as well using dance as a method of outreach, using this dance as a universal language to help and 

support others in need. In summary, my main goal is to impact the dance community through my personal 

innovation within movement and choreography while leaving a powerful legacy through the dancers I 

inspire, always remembering the name…  

“Isaiah Kim!” I am suddenly awoken from my daydreaming and brought back to reality with the 

announcement of the stage monitor ringing in my ear: “Isaiah Kim!” The once muffled tones that 

enveloped my mind, disperse into an explosion of applause echoing throughout the building. “You’re 

on!” calls the stage manager. I take one final concentrated breath, stare out onto center stage and 

confidently step out into the bright light. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


